PLEASE VOLUNTEER YOUR SUPPORT TO JUSTICE CATE HOLMES c/o

COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FLOOD DISASTER / ATO MEDIA RELEASE
First acknowledge the 'FIREBUG' model. Now assimilate our 'FLOODBUG' model crime circuit run by our Head Contractor (HC) Rob
Wilson that used a crime cartel and a thunderstorm / flood to destroy our superfund / subdivision just short of completion. Their
aim, to become creditors by abandonment, litigation, liquidation called ALL-FRAUD. This was for the 'Site Solutions' scam run by
the engineer Brad Jones, to finish the subdivision, to sell it off to pay the kickbacks and bribes. As explained by the HC first 3
Solicitors to our Solicitor Adam Sambrook from Grants Lawyers. Sambrook said “This case is over my head. The need for uptown
legal counsel.” Ref. CBA Sol. C&K aft 4461/2001 (TBC No2) Finally a Royal Commission style investigation can explain the Bne. and
H.P. Mag. Courts Registrars 'technical device' for the D&S Court / Premiers requested solution to the fraudulent Vexatious Litigants
Act that allows the CMC, Fair Trading, TPA, EPA, Judicial Review and ATO Acts to be abandoned:Solve this caveat riddle and you solve this crime!
21-01-2011

Reply to:

GPO Box 9977

Our reference:

1011207845488

Case ID:

1-1KXEXA9

S

TEP 1/ The ATO / ASIC must act on their claim via the CMC / CIB Det.
Mark Hughe's new evidence that we owe the ATO $460,311.60 for
our HEHS superfund 2002-3 income tax returns. We agree, if our
profits had not been stolen by this scam. This is the estimated tax
the ATO could have received as explained by our accountant Tim
Allen in his damages report that has been abandoned by the QDPP
by Davida's influence as Police evidence. See the reason:-

S

TEP 2/ Acknowledge ex-QDPP Barrister Davida Williams is the 1st
Barrister in Qld to go to prison (due to our efforts) in 60yrs. QLS law
reform Judge Pat Shanahan directed “This is the best case for
(the international Racketeering Influenced Corrupt
Organisation / RICO Act) law reform.”

S

TEP 3/ The then Premier Peter Beattie offered his Community
Cabinet and directed “To find the solution.” Premier Anna Bligh
offered this flood commission, the BCC / LMCN promised a press
release. Here is a draft model for the Courier Mail Sept 14 2002
'Additional charges are pending':-

PERTH WA 6848

Contact officer:

Pam McLean

Phone:

08 9268 8053

Fax:
08 9268 8202
Principle investigator Ross Goodwin:
ross.goodwin@ato.gov.au
Case Officer at 06-05-2010
Vanja Stok Penrith Office NSW
Tony Coburn ATO Investigator /
Supreme Court witness. The fraud to
expose violence to gain brown paper
bag cash payments. Phone: (07)
32135181
For a professional FOI solution
contact;
Chartered Accountant; Tim Allen to
explain his written damages
confession on CBA / CIB influence
and corruption that has put undue
pressure on our lives
Phone: (07) 3352 5288
Fax: (07) 3356 5115
Email: tallen@eisa.net.au
P.O. Box 1431 Stafford Q 4053

how

EARN
supported ex-QDPP Barrister destroyed.
JUSTICE

1. A/ As the LMCN said in brief “First break the flood down into small pieces and then fix each piece (or crime) at a time!”
B/ Acknowledge the saying, 'do not call Police, no-one will come, call fire (or flood) and volunteers rush to help!' E.g. LMCN
offered his press release in a heartbeat but his BCC legal team said no to cover up their mistakes to a flood control / crime
prevention / computer model town planning, EPA, SAA, royal commission style solution. C/ Acknowledge while WA is faced
with a firebug and the East coast is in a flood, consider this new term 'FLOODBUG'. As the media directed to establish a
feeding frenzy on crime. To mean, someone that uses the force of nature to destroy your property, with intent to
claim your property as their own. E.g. refer false payment on flood insurance, refer CA Insurance Brokers to prove
Supreme Court liquidation guilt or fraudulent liquidation. *** (As proof, Magistrate Ian Austin ignored the Police
Minister Judy Spence's Police team's confirmation.) How stupid is that?
2. A/ The need for Premier Anna Bligh to ensure a full royal commission style solution to gain holistic natural justice. To
mean, the need for a by-partisan support to rescue our homes, factories, warehouses and super funds from all forms of well
organised crime. To mean, as Police Comm. Bob Atkinson has explained, he cannot act against well organised crime by
abandonment. *** In brief, to support the Premier, all he could do is offer Police support via freedom of the press. E.g. As a
QDPP Prosecution Barrister said outside the Supreme Court with a look that would kill “Never give up, just keep telling
the truth!” (About the confessed Commonwealth Bank and EPA insurance liability with our $10,000 test case, insurance
model Case 422/2000-2 paid as a commercial decision to prove the 'FLOODBUG IS REAL'.) We were paid $25,000 by
the CBA for a 'deed of compromise'. We were given legal advice, that this proves bank liability to enable the superfund
beneficiaries and ATO to claim their just reward. B/ The need to study law to reach this key pivotal point. Why is it so
hard to win against a crime cartel? To mean, a group of criminals (we paid $255,000 at up to 300% over cost for extras to
fund the 'Site Solutions' scam) who work as a union / all for one and one for all. Better understood as the law of association,
accession and (abandonment of the truth by a racketeering, influenced and corrupt organisation / RICO). With the law of
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accession, the principal is as guilty as the actors. So as Dr. Frank Walsh psychologist would say “Let's stay focussed.” To
keep it simple so the high school students I met at the Supreme Court coffee shop can understand. The CMC, Police, ASIC,
ATO and students must identify who was Davida working for? By law, a royal commission has the combined arbitration
and legal power to get to the truth, not an influenced corrupt political solution due to the Vexatious Litigants Act.
Police Area Commander John Hopgood became aware, as I sat outside his office door for 4yrs, that Davida pleaded guilty
for bank forgery and fraud. Davida is now a felon for 6 claims on average at $200,000 a claim, in total for $1.3million. To
mean, Davida worked as legal counsel for the principal, the CBA led cartel, to prevent a long gaol term. On the condition,
Davida covered up a faulty bank loan agreement, which opened the door to the 'Site Solutions' scam to steal the ATO
funds. *** Hence the standard crime, correction, control model procedure as directed by the then Police Minister Judy
Spence to volunteer a ($1million) budget to pay for this correction. C/ Due to the Vexatious Litigants Act, Davida was able to
run a scam called a QDPP plea-bargain, where the Justice Minister Rod Welford apologised, directed the Qld Police are in
charge of this case and then resigned. D/ What this means is; the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson can act like the 4th
Police Assistant Commissioner as a 'whistleblower' on what is called Police Risk Management. Previously run by
previous Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan via his Police cartel of Insp. Ray Loader, CIB Det. Insp. Trevor Kidd and
Fraud Squad Det. Sgt. Brett Heath. They will argue they worked under the direction of a Police Risk Management
procedure. To mean, a 1 in 100yr flood is acceptable to Police Risk Management. By law, we are able to run a rebuttal,
in brief, to argue for Justice Cate Holmes to explain our mathematical, engineering and test results. We can prove Police
Rescue Management in line with the Fire and Rescue Management procedure just like the AMA for our healthcare program
is the solution. All lives are precious and must be protected at all cost. As a fellow multiple flood victim from Bulimba,
Belmont, Yeronga to Goodna we have the Crown evidence to win. Referred to by Davida as information overload. So in
brief:3. A/ The need for you to read and then I will explain our Baseline Civil Engineers report. Civil engineer John Koek is the best
but was never allowed to act as a witness. Our current Qld subdivision design has copied the temperate low rainfall design.
The key word is compaction, to give solid foundations to your home, warehouse or factory / superfund style investment, etc.
My father worked in town planning, he directed me, before you buy any land, always check with the local council and check
the flood levels, stating never build on a flood plain. Our best example was in1974 we built a factory on the corner of
Godwin, Barramul and Corio Streets Bulimba. Please talk to Kevin Rudd, he is the local Member. Based on the 1893 flood
levels we needed to fill the site approx 1mtr. In the 1974 flood I am pleased to report the flood stopped at 25mm below our
roller doors. We were an island and from a distance it looked like the water had entered our premises but to my amazement
when we entered the factory not one drop of water was on the floor. As Kevin Rudd will confirm, thanks to adhering to
standard building procedures. B/ This is called the Prime Minister's and Premier's solution. Ask why some councils do not
provide a flood level and just ignore their obligations to advise home owners of the risks involved? You can call the solution
standard LMCN army style intelligence or work done in a professional or tradesman like manner but no-one should live on a
flood plain without a town planning Rescue Management plan. Prevention is always the best solution. C/ I am pleased to
report working in the healthcare industry I was approached by various Govt. Ministers, originally Terry White Minister for
Welfare and after various Govt. meetings I was invited to an EPA forum. In the main, the BCC was faced with unused
commercial, sporting buildings and factories that stood as white elephants, so based on our success on building the 1st
indoor cricket centre in Bne, out of the unwanted George Pickers canvas goods factory, called the Balmoral Indoor Cricket
Stadium, as an example, a 2 story, 2,000 sq mtr building, I was called upon to give my input to support the setting up of the
EPA. In brief, the team leader explained that his team was made up of mainly self employed professional people but when it
came to making hard decisions he summed up by saying the EPA are toothless tigers. To mean, they were controlled by an
RICO cartel that considered a 1 in 100yr flood with a possible multi-billion dollar loss is an acceptable loss. Where 20% of
Bne is affected with this latest 2010-11 flood and where whole towns upstream have been destroyed. As a result, by law
Police admin, union and media have proved intent to defraud by violence for Commonwealth Bank confessed self-greed
and self-gain, commonly understood in international law as the RICO Act or racketeering. Today the ATO policy is best
described as a stalemate, best explained by the ATO expert tax investigator or 'whistleblower'. In brief the ATO estimate
what a typical criminal has made based on his multi-million dollar home and fancy imported car. The ATO just bill them on an
estimated tax bill and sometimes to prevent an investigation the crime bosses just pay the tax. In our case, we demand the
ATO as fellow victims of the 'FLOODBUG' scam to follow the smart Magistrate Court Registrars D&S court direction to use
the Fair Trading Act or lemon laws, to have the CBA cartel repay the stolen profits and lost opportunities. *** To mean, if we
were treated fairly and were able to sell at a normal profit then with that guaranteed profit our superfund beneficiaries and
ATO as victims in common can receive their just reward. Hence the need to enforce the balance of law. With this crime
prevention model, we offer real hope for better times to come to prevent depression and despair. This led to my then partner
Noelene Lambert's failed suicide attempts due to using a vacuum cleaner hose instead of a recognised garden hose in an
industrial estate at 1am to try and kill herself with carbon monoxide fumes. In addition the cartel also tried to steal my now
91yr old mother's home with a 1% investment scam to pay the racketeers their kickbacks and bribes.
4. A/ Therefore based on our previous success I will support a DPP, Police, EPA training DVD which must be used to promote
'Police Rescue Management' or just called the 'FLOODBUG' as part of our $1million budget. If this is successful, to then
produce a movie called 'Bank II' based on a true story behind the Bne floods 1893-2011. As my father would say “Learn
from other peoples mistakes,” you can sure learn from mine. Having worked in the media, there are opportunities to
be made. As an example, I have just watched the movie 'Seven Pounds' by Will Smith, I rate as a 10. Like all other
volunteers, we do most of the work and you share our clean and green Community Cabinet and LNP / BCC councillors
'Picnic in the Park' improved Rescue Management style town planning.
The recent floods have proved
RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES ARE A CRIME!
To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906
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